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(500-1650). Additionally, ROMARD seeks work that expands 
the exploration of the dramatic impulses, theatrical phenomena, 
and performative material of the past, encompassing global cultures 
and histories. We invite full-length articles that challenge and/or 
re-examine established narratives, definitions, documentation, 
and ontologies concerning historical performance(s) and 
theatricality. Articles submitted may include—but are not limited 
to—archival research, historiographical analysis, literary criticism, 
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research, historical dramaturgy, productions census, or efforts in 
translation of source materials. 
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"ROMARD" is currently seeking submissions for publication. Anyone 
may submit original work to be considered for publication provided 
that they hold the authorized copyright for the work. "ROMARD" 
welcomes submissions of full-length articles (8,000-10,000 words, 
including notes); Emerging Scholarship, Work in Development, and 
New Voices (5,000-8,000 words, including notes); Performance 
Reviews (1,500-3,000 words, including notes); Census of 
Productions; and Translations or Critical Editions of Performance 
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